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Abstract- Spectrum sharing is new veracity for 

spectrum user .The success of broadband and wireless 

data services need more spectrums that led to alliance 

over the past few years on how government and 

industry might share spectrum. In this paper we have 

discussed the problems of wireless/mobile networks 

operating on same frequency bands and also we have 

discussed the policies that can enable the use of many 

spectrums sharing provision. These policies will make 

us to recognize the challenges and problems associated 

with spectrum efficiency. Success and competence of 

spectrum sharing depends on the type of system 

involved. A shared band spectrum may be directly 

managed either by a regulator or delegating this 

conscientiousness to a License Holder.  Although 

through spectrum licensing interference of channels can 

be protected but this leads to highly inefficient use of 

spectrum. So, we make this discussion more concrete by 

reasoning how spectrum sharing opens opportunities 

for mobile and wireless operators to quickly unlock 

additional, currently underutilized spectrum with the 

authorized and licensed shared access approach.   

Index Terms- Spectrum sharing, wireless networks, 

mobile networks, regulator, spectrum licensing, 

spectrum efficiency, underutilized spectrum.     

I. INTRODUCTION 

The volatile growth in high-speed wireless internet is 

spurring a new technology sign. However, the 

question of whether it will lead to greater 

affordability, opposition and improvement depends 

on what choices regulators make today. The key 

component in wireless networks is “Spectrum”, the 

frequencies and airwaves over which the signals get 

transmitted. Simply place, devoid of spectrum and 

enough of it providers cannot offer wireless services. 

The more Spectrums they have, the more capability 

they have at their disposal to move information and 

present additional service. 

The requirement for spectrum on the part of wireless 

carriers has been driven by the demand for various 

new inventions .Spectrum is primary to success of 

mobile and wireless communications. It is a limited 

and a precious resource. There is expectation that this 

shortage is manifest as a consequence of different 

factors like 

1. Enhance in usage of mobile devices to 

access internet, together with Smartphone 

and tablets. 

2. Enhance in requirement of spectrum other 

spectrum consumer like broadcast 

television. 

3.  Rising use of wireless networks to allocate 

a static broadband connectivity to end users. 

4. Rise in number of in-home wireless 

connectivity. 

5. There are variety of new devices and 

services which requires wireless 

connectivity and high bandwidth of 

spectrum. 

Today’s spectrum usage is mainly licensed access, 

while only a small part of spectrum uses licensed 

excused equipment. With these licensed access 

spectrum operators attain spectrum with solitary 

authority over the bands and install communication 

networks to carry a range of services with expected 

quality of services.  

Mobile broadband networks are usually built using 

devoted, licensed issued for 20 years or more. In 

most commercials areas spectrum bands are allotted 

to operators in the particular blocks, often following 

auctions. Operators are given right to access 

spectrum in return for investing in access and 

transport infrastructure.  

Right of use for license-excused are usually based on 

certain specified technical conditions like low 

transmit power to handle ungainly interface 

potentials. License-excused spectrum creates a low 

obstacle to market access. This has market 

improvement but also causes issues with scheming 

the number of user and operators, and in turn with 

controlling the traits of access and service. 

Licensing sharing is a new loom to mobile spectrum 

that is presently assigned to and used by an present 
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non mobile user and exhibit low and restricted 

consumption. These are difficult to reallocate or 

repurpose to mobile/IMT within a realistic time 

frame. 

The amount of spectrum that will be accessible for 

communication in future is inadequate because of 

unavailability of open spectrum 

 

The merely key to meet the demand for spectrum for 

wireless data services is “Spectrum Sharing”. This 

concept is beginning to gain grip as a finest solution 

for each stakeholder involved from carriers to 

consumer. The spectrum haring could multiply the 

effective capacity of spectrum by a very high factor.  

Spectrum sharing before now exists in numerous 

forms, which includes licensed approaches where 

wireless carriers provide access to millions of 

customers with comparatively narrow bands or 

unlicensed approaches as Wi-Fi. There are some 

important areas which will play significant role in 

delivering remuneration to citizens and consumers 

like providing high speed indoor wireless 

connectivity, meeting the bigger demand for 

spectrum for use in small cells and serving meet the 

future demand for spectrum by Internet Of Things 

and Machine To Machine applications    

II. WORKING MODULES FOR SPECTRUM 

SHARING 

Spectrum sharing participants in government and 

industries are working on the different modules for 

mounting the well-organized scheme for the 

spectrum sharing techniques 

  Guard region – within this region sharing 

will occur through synchronization process 

that has to be defined. The size of this region 

depends on the hypothesis of the operating 

parameter.  These areas should be based on 

the effective isotropic radiated power used 

for the mobile uplink frequency, i.e.  For 

transmitting the signals to the satellite in the 

space.   

 Elimination region - these regions are 

referred to those areas in which no 

commercial unit will be able to operate a 

network. The size of these areas will depend 

on the mobile uplink transmitted power and 

they are usually employed to guard local 

serving operations like military or any fixed 

government facility. 

 Rendition allocation - within a band some 

government systems will evacuate the band 

immediately, while some systems will reside 

permanently. The rest will be present for an 

short-term period before relocating to other 

bands and sharing will occur during the 

transformation stage. 

 Possession capacity – this module deals 

with, how to determine that to what extent 

spectrum assigned to different agencies is in 

use across geological areas.  This 

Information will potentially help in defining 

how sharing could occur. 

III. COMPLEXITIES OF SPECTRUM 

SHARING 

The spectrum sharing complexities recognized by 

recent examination and academic study are material 

and important-in fact; they are insuperable in the near 

term. The only way to move forward is to clear the 

spectrum whenever possible and then bound the 

number of variables which are involved in spectrum 

sharing. But it has been observed that while clearing 

spectrum for commercial use is the preferred path 
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forward, government and industry spectrum may be 

necessary approach in certain spectrum bands. 

Examination into this concern for spectrum sharing 

has risen following objections: 

 The inequality and multiplicity of 

government systems 

 Unsuitable or overly-unsophisticated 

modeling for guard and elimination regions 

 Limited information concerning government 

systems hampering industry analysis. 

 Lack of detail about synchronization and 

coordination requirements.. 

In order to meet the rising demand of spectrum the 

only solution will be the sharing between federal and 

commercial users. Different motivations, shortage of 

unifying incentives to share, and safety concerns are 

likely to make negotiations between federal and 

commercial units. Allocating the shared spectrum 

proficiently however requires competing demands to 

assign the spectrum use right to the user who value 

them most. It is significant to recognize that spectrum 

sharing between different types of users creates 

numerous unique hurdles. Sharing of spectrum 

confines the value of spectrum to all users and 

thereby, has potential to decrease the cumulative 

values of spectrum to all users. So successful 

spectrum sharing depends seriously on assigning the 

use right for each user to make sure that they can use 

the spectrum efficiently to provide a valuable source 

and depending upon the policies that how spectrum is 

allocated, spectrum sharing may decrease the 

cumulative values of the spectrum for all users.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

 Spectrum sharing will be successful only to the level 

that all stakeholders- including government, 

commercials providers and the technical community 

are provoked and have suitable incentives to share 

spectrum. Accomplishment will also depends on 

whether they agree on a practical propagation model. 

Receiving additional spectrum into the wireless 

marketplace must continue to be a national 

precedence. It is the surest path forward to strengthen 

our economy and protected our nation’s mobile 

broadband leadership. 
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